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Abstract. Reinforcement learning(RL) is one of the machine learning and is often used for 

actual robot. A reward which indicates a task for robot is most important information on RL. 

But how to get a reward will change by change of task or environment. So learning performance 

of RL will be worse for multiple tasks or dynamic environment. To cope with multiple task and 

dynamic environment, we focus on a knowledge which is independent on reward and propose a 

learning system based on reinforcement learning and the knowledge. In this paper, we perform 

two kinds of experiments with simulation. One is for multiple tasks under a static environment 

and another is for a task under a dynamic environment. We will show the validity of proposed 

system by these simulations. 
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1. Introduction 
Now, robot plays an active part in many fields[1]. And various researches about robot are studied[2-

8]. Real environment in which we want to throw a robot is very complicated and dynamic so it is more 

difficult to design proper actions of robot for such environment. Instead of action design, a method to 

adapt to environment automatically become to be desirable recently and various studies about machine 

learning have been studied to realize such desire[9]. There are some general techniques about machine 

learning[10-13]. Reinforcement Learning(RL) is one of them and attracts attention as technique which 

is often used in actual machines[14,15]. In this study, we pay attention to RL. 

RL uses reward which expresses a task on an environment for a robot and stores 

rewards as knowledge to achieve given task on an environment which robot faces. This 

learning based on reward has an advantage that can treat unknown environment without 

prior knowledge[16,17]. 

But there is the problem that learning becomes to be unstable when a robot is given 

multi-tasks or faces dynamic environment. The reason is that a reward function which 

indicates a task on an environment changes along to each task and each situation. This 

means that a value of reward becomes different with the same robot action. This 

prevents RL from learning the meaning of action and make learning efficiency worse.  

To overcome this problem, there are studies that a robot has some learning space to 

cope with various tasks[18-20]. In this method, a robot cope with various tasks by 
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preparing learning space for every task. So each learning task has good learning 

efficiency as good as normal reinforcement learning for single task and it is possible to 

learn various tasks. But in these studies, the number of learning spaces is needed as 

same as the number of tasks and must be prepared manually. 

Our objective is a learning system which can cope with multi -tasks and adapt to 

dynamic environment without preparing learning space for each task. To realize it, we 

focus on learning of environmental model and use it with task learning. We consider 

learning of environmental model as learning which is independent on task, so it is 

dependent on a reward function. We put it in normal RL and make RL to simulate 

environment and to guess the sequence of robot action toward the goal of new task 

when the way to get reward changed, which indicates the change of task. By acquiring 

the candidate of action sequence, we make task learning on RL better and faster.  

In this paper, we pay attention to state transition[21] of environment and we propose 

Perceptual State Transition(PST) as state transition composed by robot sensor. We 

propse the method that a robot acquires PST with its experience as the learning of 

environmental model. And we put this method in normal RL and construct total 

learning system, we show the system can adapt to the change of task or dynamic 

environment. We experiment multi-goals maze task and single-goal maze task on 

dynamic environment and show the validity of proposed method. 
 

2. Problem on reinforcement learning 
2.1. Framework of reinforcement learning 

The reinforcement learning is a learning technique to adapt environment by trial and error. The main 

elements constituting the reinforcement learning is the following elements. And we show a conceptual 

diagram of the reinforcement learning consists of these elements in fig.1 

 Learner 

 Environment 

 Reward function 

 Value function 

 Learning method 

 Action selection method 

The learner takes an action by action selection method. The learner can get a reward and a 

state that the learner faces changes to other state.  Then the learner learns based on a reward in 

learning method. Usually in reinforcement learning, the learner evaluates a pair of a state and an 

action. The learner uses a reward to evaluate this pair for given task.  Reward is a scalar value 

and expresses how good a pair of a state and an action is.  The learner learns to get more reward. 

Therefore, it is necessary to set a reward correctly so that the learner achieves a task. 

Information evaluated by reward is saved as knowledge in value function.  The learner chooses 

an action based on value function in action selection method and takes action.  The learner can 

achieve a task by repeating this cycle. 

The learner has value function. And value function expresses a result of learning based on 

reward. And the learner has learning method and action selection method.  In learning method, 

the learner updates a value function by reward. In action selection method, the learner decides 

an action by value function. There are some techniques each part. For example, Q-learning is 

famous  
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Figure 1. The conception diagram of RL 

technique in learning method, and greedy method is famous technique in action selection 

method. 

 

2.2. Problem caused by reward 
The problem we paid attention to is that it takes much time to learn when a reward function 

which shows how to get reward changes. Change of a reward function is caused by change of 

given task and change of environment. In reinforcement learning, a result of learning is directly 

affected by a reward function. Therefore the learner ignores some information that is not shown 

by a reward function. Because the learner takes actions based on a result of last task, the learner 

takes much time to re-learn for new task when given task changed. In addition, when the task 

changed into a task that does not resemble the last task, the problem becomes remarkable.  In the 

case that tasks are totally different, because the knowledge that the learner  get by learning is 

completely different, the learner cannot utilize the knowledge for the new task effectively.  

When the learner takes an action that unrelated to a task, the learner evaluates the action as 

low value. And the learner holds this information as knowledge which is low value. 

However, it is possible that this knowledge is the useful information, when the task changed.  

Especially for the case of environment with a few changes, there is effective information in 

other task. 

So we paid attention to the information that can use various tasks and focus on PST.  

 

3. Definition of perceptual state transition 
In this paper, we define PST of environment which a robot perceive as reward-independent 

knowledge.We define the unit of PST in eq. (1). 

 

    (     
 )  (  ) 

 

Here,    is a state which a robot faces and    is an action which a robot takes.    means m-th PST 

and consists of a pair of   , and    and    which is the state by taking    on   . 

The unit of PST is gathered and stored at each action a robot takes. We define knowledge table K to 

treat whole PST as follows.  We define the knowledge table in eq. (2) when a robot has n units of PST. 

 

  {  |       } 
 

4. Proposed system based on RL using perceptual state transition 
4.1. The outline of the system 

In this section, we explain the outline of a proposed system. The system is consists of RL and the 

proposed method using PST and each part works independently. RL learns and decides a robot's action 

(1) 

(2) 
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based on value function which is knowledge related with reward. The proposed method gathers and 

stores knowledge table about PST by trial and error. When given task or environment changes and a 

structure of reward function changes, the proposed method affects value functions using knowledge 

table and inclines a robot to take actions for new task or environment. We shows the outline of the 

proposed system in fig. 2. 

 

4.2. Acquisition of perceptual state transition 
A robot selects actions by RL and sense states for RL. So a point of time t, the system can treat a 

state at t which a robot faces and a pair of an action and a state at t-1. Regarding this state transition by 

an action as unit of PST (eq. (1)), the system looks up this unit in knowledge table. If there is same one, 

add this unit to knowledge table. 

 

4.3. Prediction of action for new task 
The proposed system makes a robot to cope with new task quickly by prediction of proper action for 

new task when a robot recognizes a change of a task. In this section, we express the details of this 

process. 

At first, we express how to recognize a change of a task. RL recognizes a task by a way to get 

reward. Here, a change of a task causes a change of a way to get reward. The system can detect a 

change of a task by monitering a reward which a robot gets. In this paper, a change of a task indicates a 

change of a value of a reward when a robot gets at goal. 

 

Figure 2. The conception diagram of proposed system 

 

When the system recognizes a change of a task, it searches all routes to new goal state with 

knowledge table which is the list of acquisition of PST. The system has the information represented by 

eq. (1), so it can search routes by back propagation starting from new goal. The system stops to search 

when the state is initial state of a robot or is the pair of a state and an action which was already found 

as the part of route(we name this pair "cross state"). In the second case, the system choices shorter 

route and longer route is ended at cross state (fig. 3). 
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Figure 3. The example of searching all routes to goal state with knowledge table 

 

After searching all routes to new goal state, the system updates value function as a robot inclines to 

take actions for new goal. The all routes are searched based on a robot's experience, so RL complement 

uncertainty by trial and error. In this paper, value function is updated by eq. (3) and eq. (4). 

 

 (    )   (    )  (   )        (  ) 

  (  )  {
                   
                       

 

 

Here, Q is value function and    is the pair of a state and an action which is on a route from initial 

state to goal. SG is the function to judge a pair of a state and an action is on a route or not. d expresses 

the number of steps from goal to    in knowledge table.   is discount rate for reward and the same 

value used in Q-learning. And   expresses the reward which a robot got as new task. In addition, f is 

the parameter expressing reliability of PST and takes the range as      . The influence of PST 

becomes big along with f.In this paper, the system updates by proposed method only when the system 

recognizes a change of a task. 

 

4.4. Adaptation for change environment 
The knowledge table is the information about environment. And this is acquired by a robot's trial 

and error. By comparing PST with the pair of a state and an action as the result of a robot's action, the 

system can detects a change of environment and update knowledge table. We show the algorithm for 

them as follows. 

 

 Get the    as the result of a robot action    at   . 

 Search the pair of    and $a_h$ and get the unit of PST, (     )  (  
 ). 

 If there is no PST, (     )  (  
 ) , that means no change of environment and just 

acquisition of new PST. 

 Compare    and   
 . 

      
  : Detects no change of environment. 

 Do nothing. 

      
  : Detects the conflict between environment and PST. 

 Superscribe new PST, (     )  (  ). 

 Initialize  (     ). 

 

5. Experiment with maze problem 
5.1. Outline of experiment 

In this paper, we perform two experiments with maze problem by simulation. One is the experiment 

for multi-task in static environment. In maze problem, a task is arrival at a goal position from a start 

position. We set multi-task on maze problem by changing a goal position periodically. Anothor is the 

(3) 

(4) 
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experiment for single-task in dynamic environment. We make dynamic environment by putting or 

removing obstacles in this paper. As the common setting through experiments, we express the setting 

of maze, the setting of a robot actions and the setting of RL. 

A maze size is different between experiments but a start position is same. We set the x-axis as the 

horizontal axis and the y-axis as the vertical axis, and set the origin at the upper left. In this case, we set 

a start position at the origin. 

A robot in a maze can move four direction: up, down, right and left. If a robot reaches a goal 

position, a robot go back to a start position. We define this cycle as one trial. 

As the setting of RL, we use Q-learning as learning method and  -greedy method as action selection 

method. Q-learning updates Q-value expressed in eq. (5). 

 

 (     )   (     )   {          
 

 (      )   (     )} 

 

Here,    is a state at time t and    is an action a robot took at time t. And  (     ) expresses Q-

value about    on   .      is a reward which a robot got by taking    on   .   is learning rate and the 

range is (     ).   is discount rate. It is used too in eq. (3). 

 

 -greedy method is the action selection method which chooses a random action in probability of   or 

choose an greedy action in probability of    . Greedy action is the action which makes the Q-value 

max value. 

We prepare the three robots to compare results. Robot-A does not use PST, so Robot-A learns only 

with reinforcement learning. Robot-B and robot-C use PST. The parameter f which shows the rate of 

use of PST equals 0.5 on Robot-B. And the parameter f equals 1.0 on Robot-C. 

 

5.2. Simulation for multi-tasks on static environment 
In this simulation, we will show that a robot can cope with multi-tasks by proposed system. To 

represent multi-tasks, we make goal position changing every constant trial. The size of the maze used 

in this simulation is       shown in fig.4. The start position is always the same place; it is (0,0), 

upper left of the maze. And we show the goal positions in table 1. The number of trials which change 

g o a l 

 

Figure 4. The maze and goals used in the simulation. 

 

Table 1. Goal position 

(5) 
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G1 G2 G3 G4 

(34,56) (51,2) (48,25) (41,55) 

 
Table 2. Simulation setting for static environment 

Reward(only at a goal) 100 

Number of trials for each goal 250 

Initial value of Q-value 0.001 

The size of maze 64 x 64 

  0.5 

  0.8 

  0.05 

 

position is 250 trials for each goal in this paper. We set reward only at goal state and make a robot 

restart from start position after getting reward. We show the parameter in table 2. 

 

5.3. Result of the simulation for multi-tasks on static environment 
We show the transition of the actions for each goal in fig.5. Figure 5(a)-(c) show the number of the 

actions for reaching the goal every trial. We cut the y-axis from about 40000 to about 200000 to be 

easy to look. In these graphs, the number of the actions decreases expresses that the robot learns. Here, 

the number of the actions increases suddenly every 250 trials. This means the goal position changes. 

Focusing on the trials after changing goal position, fig. 5(b) and fig. 5(c) show less the number of 

actions than fig. 5(a). This means Robot-B and Robot-C which are proposed method adapt to new goal 

more quickly than Robot-A which is ordinary method. Figure 5(d) shows the score of each robot for 

each goal. We use the remainder of the number of actions from the number of optimum action as the 

score. Here, the score of the actions which Robot-B and Robot-C took for goal 2 and Robot-C took for 

goal 3 is zero. This means these actions equal optimum actions. The number of the actions through all 

trials is shown in fig. 6. This graphs shows the number of the actions for Robot-B and Robot-C are less 

than Robot-A. 

By these results, we could show the validity of proposed system for multi-tasks. 

 

5.4. Simulation for dynamic maze 
In this simulation, we show that a robot can cope with change of environment quickly. There are the 

changes in environment and a goal does not change in this simulation. Here, we put the obstacles in 

environment and change the position of the obstacles every constant trials. A robot can not go to the  

    

               (a) Result of Robot-A                             (b) Result of Robot-B 
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                (c) Result of Robot-C                     (d) The score of the robots 

Figure 5. The results of the simulation for multi-tasks 

 

Figure 6. Comparison of all robots 

position which exists the obstacle. By the change of the positions of the obstacles, an optimal path to 

the goal changes. We make dynamic environment by the change of the positions of the obstacles. The  

 

Table 3. Simulation setting for dynamic environment 

Reward(only at a goal) 100 

Number of trials for the goal 100 

Number of trials for change of environment 30 

Number of obstacle 51 

Initial value of Q-value 0.001 

The size of maze 16 x 16 

  0.5 

  0.8 

  0.05 
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Figure 7. The maze and goal used in the simulation 

 

positions of the obstacles will be set at random. When a goal path does not exist by random setting of 

the positions of the obstacles, we redo it until the path exists. 

The size of the maze used in this simulation is       shown in fig. 7. The start position is (0,0) 

and the goal position is (11,11). We put 51 obstacles in the maze, which is about 20\% of all states. We 

show the setting of the parameters in table 3. 

 

5.5. Result of the simulation for dynamic maze 
We show the result of the simulation in fig. 8 and fig. 9. Focusing on trials less than 30th trials in 

fig. 8(a)-(c), robots learn for reaching the goal. Especially, tendency of learning is same as static 

simulation's result. 

Next, we focus on the trials around 30th/60th/90th. In these points, the change of environment 

occurs. As a results, the route to the goal which robots learned and acuired become unusable and the 

number of the actions increases for all robots. Here, the influences of the change of environment were 

comparatively small at 30th and 90th trials. This reason is that a few obstacles appeared on route which 

robots learned, so robots could cope with this change of environment by little time. However we can 

see that the number of actions of robots increase and the performances of robots become bad at 60th 

t r i a l .  T h i s  r e a s o n  i s  t h a t 

 

 

           (a) Result of Robot-A                                          (b) Result of Robot-B 
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          (c) Result of Robot-C 

Figure 8. The results of the simulation on dynamic environment 

 

Figure 9. Comparison of all robots 

 

many obstacles appeared on route which robots learned and acquired. In all case which the change of 

environment occured, Robot B and Robot C which used proposed knowledge could cope with this 

change quicker than Robot A which used ordinary RL. 

In addition to this result, we show the total number of the actions through trials in fig. 9. This shows 

the number of actions which Robot B and Robot C took is less than the one Robot A took. It indicate 

robots which used proposed knowledge adapted for the change of environment quicker than robot 

which used ordinary RL. 

 

6. Conclusion 
In this paper, we focus on the information which is independent on reward and proposed perceptual 

state transition(PST) and knowledge table with PST. Firstly, we defined how to get and store PST on 

knowledge table. Next, we defined how to use this knowledge as prediction of actions for multi-tasks 

and adaptation of change of environment. And we proposed the system using this knowledge based on 

reinforcement learning. 

To show the validity of proposed system, we experiment two kinds of simulation. One is about 

multi-tasks and another is on the change of environment. Both is about maze problem which aim to 

reach a goal from initial position. So, one has goals which change every constant trials, and another has 

obstacles which appear or disappear at random every constant trials. We compare proposed system 

with ordinary reinforcement learning. Proposed system got better results in all experiments and showed 

quicker and more effective adaptation on these maze problems. 

As the future works, we want to use proposed method for actual robot on real environment. We 

must consider noises in that case. We must improve PST and make it robust to noises. In addition to 
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that, we will apply PST to other learning method, especially the method for discrete environment. PST 

is independent on concrete learning method so we can use it for evolutionary computation or other soft-

computing mehtods. 
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